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President's Letter

Dear Colleagues,

I'd like to welcome you all to the Autumn Newsletter.

I find it very hard to believe that we are fast approaching the end of my first
year as President, but you know what they say "Time flies when you are
enjoying yourself"! I must be having a great time!!!

The potential for change that was heralded by the demise of the CRFP, as
intimated in my last letter, has gathered pace. In response y0ur committee
has been extremely active in developing an organisational framework to
enable BAFO to have a say in its own future.

Feedback via our NPIA contacts suggests that the Forensic Regulator might
be willing to allow BAFO to be the accrediting body for Odontolegists.

This process will require us, as an association, to conduct Peer Review
Mentoring, CPD, Good Practice Guides, Work Placed Learning, Discipline
and Auditing. No small task!

You are probably also aware that CIFA lost the Home Office DV1 contract
the Metropolitan Police are now the organizers for UK DVI with the funds
being disseminated through the NPIA.
This has obvious repercussions for all those involved in DV] ancj j^ ]e(^ to

BAFO being the deploying organizational body for the Odontologists.
In order to cope with this plethora of changes the committee has been
restructured into five sub-committee "workstreams" namely:

1. Accreditation/Peer Review
2. Training/CPD/Education (including mentoring)
3. Policy/Conduct (including DVI)
4. Resources (Financial & Human)
5. Audit



The person heading up each of these sub-committees will have a short
article elsewhere in this newsletter explaining how we hope each
workstream will develop.

We hope to be able to submit a more complete "action plan" for the
membership's discussion and opinion in time for the November conference
in Edinburgh. In the meantime we would welcome any thoughts and ideas

that you may have.

The Edinburgh conference is fast approaching and I look forward to seeing
you all there. On a practical note, as the Apex International Hotel is your
typical city centre hotel it does not have single rooms, so I would
recommend single delegates share with a friend which will make for a
much more affordable stay.

We have very interesting speaker list and, as you can imagine, a very
important, full AGM to undergo so please try to attend.

Regards to you all

Bill Shardlow

Report Writing and Appearing in Court

Introduction

This article is taken from my notes at the conference in Aldermaston and
from Anthony Haycroft's PowerPoint presentation which he very kindly
made available to BAFO members. All errors or omissions, however, are
entirely mine.

Anthony Haycroft began by explaining that expert evidence could be either
factual evidence given by an expert or it could be the opinion of an
independent expert.

Witnesses to fact, he explained, should make detailed and legible notes of
all dealings in the case. These should include findings on examination, any
conversations, the condition of the patient or victim, any treatment given,
the prognosis, the causation, and if any injuries were non-accidental say so
and why. The statement should be a chronological account in which you
may express an opinion but one should not leave anything out. Include
hearsay if that is appropriate and let the lawyers argue the point if they
wish. Above all use plain English.

Anthony then went on to explain Expert opinion. He emphasised that cases
rarely turn on expert opinion and that opinion is only admissible if the
content is outside the common experience of the tribunal.

The overriding duty of the expert witness is to assist the court with his
objective and unbiased opinion and this overrides any obligation to the
person who has instructed him or by whom he has been paid. This
overriding duty leads one to an honest opinion that may be defended in the
witness box. One should stay in one's field of expertise and if possible
avoid deciding the case in one's own mind. Above all one should be
transparent. Anthony listed several important sources such as "Civil
Procedural Rules. Sect 35." To which experts could refer for guidance (see
Annex 1)

Anthony then went on to say that the days of the 'Hired Gun' were now
over. Now experts must sell an independently held opinion that should be
impartial, unbiased and objective. Ideally, today, the courts preferred,



whenever possible, an expert who would act as a single joint witness for

both parties.
Anthony Haycroft then continued by discussing report writing. He began
by considering reports for civil cases. These should begin with an
introduction which should include the name and address of the writer, a
short summary of the case and a summary of the conclusions This should
be followed by a statement of instruction and then the facts of the case
should be described. (Annex 2) The report should conclude with the
opinion. Each report should then conclude with a statement of compliance
and a statement of truth. Specimen versions of both of these may be found

at Annex 3 and Annex 4

Civil evidence may be given as a report only and written questions about
the report may be made subsequently. Increasingly, it is common to request
a single joint expert witness in civil cases. Alternatively the court may
request a joint report from two witnesses.
Anthony went on to discuss the writing of reports for criminal cases. The
Criminal courts, he said, prefer a proforma statement but if this is not
possible a statement of compliance and a statement of truth should always
be included. A proforma statement, MG11 (T) or "Section 9" already
includes a statement of truth. Formats for Criminal reports and witness
statements are at Annex 5 and 6)

Having covered the writing of reports Anthony continued by discussing
proof. He suggested that there was a tension between science and law.
Science demands caution and there is an allowance for ifs, buts, and
possibilities but the law demands a clear cut yes or no. Many expert
witnesses used a scale which is related to probability. This would include
Possible (but unlikely), Likely or probable; More likely than not, very
likely or probable and sure or beyond reasonable doubt which was the
criminal standard. Anthony suggested that absolute certainty did not exist
He thought that the use of percentages would suggest a degree of analysis
that may not exist. Forensic scientists use a scale of support for a
proposition: No support, (He remarked that BAFO recommended
"excluded" which he thought much better), limited support; moderate
support; moderately strong support; strong support; very strong support

and Conclusive support.

Finally Anthony addressed appearing in court. He advised that dress
should be conventional and that it was important to know the court you
were attending. The crown court judge is addressed as Your Honour except
at the Old Bailey where My Lord is used. In the magistrates court the bench
are addressed as Sir or Madam. One should be firm in one's opinion but
must be able to justify that opinion when questioned. Do not allow yourself
to be hurried or bullied by counsel but concede or agree to fair point put to
you. Above all be human and do not be afraid to use humour where
appropriate.
He concluded by emphasising that one should have the golden six Ps in
your mind at all times,
(for the uninitiated : Perfect Preparation Prevents PissPoor Performance!)

Annex 1

The Ikarian Reefer [1993] 2 Lloyds Rep p.68

Ministry of Justice website: www.justice.gov.uk/guidance/guidance.htm
Civil Procedural Rules "CPR" Part 35:
www.justice.gov. uk/civil/procrules_fin/current. htm

Protocols!: www.justice, go v. uk/civil/procrules_fin/contents/form_section_i
mages/practice_directions/ pd3 5_pdf_eps/pd3 5_prot .pdf

Criminal Procedural Rules 2005:
www. justice.gov. uk/criminal/procrules_fin//rulesmenu.htm

Below is a summary of CPR section 35:
• Part 35 is intended to limit the use of oral expert evidence to that

which is reasonably required. In addition, where possible, matters
requiring expert evidence should be dealt with by a single expert.
Permission of the court is always required either to call an expert or
to put an expert's report in evidence. There is annexed to this
Practice Direction a protocol for the instruction of experts to give
evidence in civil claims. Experts and those instructing them are
expected to have regard to the guidance contained in the protocol.



EXPERT EVIDENCE - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

1.1 It is the duty of an expert to help the court on matters within his own
expertise: rule 35.3(1). This duty is paramount and overrides any obligation to
the person from whom the expert has received instructions or by whom he is
paid: rule 35.3(2).

1.2 Expert evidence should be the independent product of the expert
uninfluenced by the pressures of litigation.

1.3 An expert should assist the court by providing objective, unbiased opinion
on matters within his expertise, and should not assume the role of an

advocate.

1.4 An expert should consider all material facts, including those which might
detract from his opinion.

1.5 An expert should make it clear:

(a) when a question or issue falls outside his expertise; and

(b) when he is not able to reach a definite opinion, for example because he has
insufficient information.

1.6 If, after producing a report, an expert changes his view on any material
matter, such change of view should be communicated to all the parties
without delay, and when appropriate to the court.

2.1 An expert's report should be addressed to the court and not to the party
from whom the expert has received his instructions.

2.2 An expert's report must:

(1) give details of the expert's qualifications;

(2) give details of any literature or other material which the expert has
relied on in making the report,

(3) contain a statement setting out the substance of all facts and
instructions given to the expert which are material to the opinions

expressed in the report or upon which those opinions are based;

(4) make clear which of the facts stated in the report are within the
expert's own knowledge;

(5) say who carried out any examination, measurement, test or
experiment which the expert has used for the report, give the
qualifications of that person, and say whether or not the test or
experiment has been carried out under the expert's supervision;

(6) where there is a range of opinion on the matters dealt with in the
report-

(a) summarise the range of opinion, and

(b) give reasons for his own opinion;

(7) contain a summary of the conclusions reached;

(8) if the expert is not able to give his opinion without qualification,
state the qualification; and

(9) contain a statement that the expert understands his duty to the court,
and has complied and will continue to comply with that duty.

2.3 An expert's report must be verified by a statement of truth as well as
containing the statements required in paragraph 2.2(8) and (9) above.

2.4 The form of the statement of truth is as follows:

"I confirm that insofar as the facts stated in my report are within my own
knowledge I have made clear which they are and I believe them to be true,
and that the opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete
professional opinion."

2.5 Attention is drawn to rule 32.14 which sets out the consequences of
verifying a document containing a false statement without an honest belief
in its truth.



INFORMATION SINGLE EXPERT

3. Under Rule 35.9 the court may direct a party with access to information
which is not reasonably available to another party to serve on that other party
a document which records the information. The document served must
include sufficient details of all the facts, tests, experiments and assumptions
which underlie any part of the information to enable the party on whom it is
served to make, or to obtain, a proper interpretation of the information and an
assessment of its significance.

INSTRUCTIONS

4. The instructions referred to in paragraph 2.2(3) will not be protected by
privilege (see rule 35.10(4)). But cross-examination of the expert on the
contents of his instructions wil l not be allowed unless the court permits it (or
unless the party who gave the instructions consents to it). Before it gives
permission the court must be satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to
consider that the statement in the report of the substance of the instructions is
inaccurate or incomplete. If the court is so satisfied, it will allow the cross-
examination where it appears to be in the interests of justice to do so.

QUESTIONS TO EXPERTS

5.1 Questions asked for the purpose of clarifying the expert's report (see rule
35.6) should be put, in writing, to the expert not later than 28 days after
receipt of the expert's report (see paragraphs 1.2 to 1.5 above as to
verification).

5.2 Where a party sends a written question or questions direct to an expert, a
copy of the questions should, at the same time, be sent to the other party or

parties.

5.3 The party or parties instructing the expert must pay any fees charged by
that expert for answering questions put under rule 35.6. This does not affect
any decision of the court as to the party who is ultimately to bear the expert's

costs.

6. Where the court has directed that the evidence on a particular issue is to be
given by one expert only (rule 35.7) but there are a number of disciplines
relevant to that issue, a leading expert in the dominant discipline should be
identified as the single expert. He should prepare the general part of the report
and be responsible for annexing or incorporating the contents of any reports
from experts in other disciplines.

ORDERS

6A Where an order requires an act to be done by an expert, or otherwise
affects an expert, the party instructing that expert must serve a copy of the
order on the expert instructed by him. In the case of a jointly instructed expert,
the claimant must serve the order.

Annex 2: Civil Reports format

1) Introduction
1.1 The writer
1.2 Summary of the case
1.3 Summary of my conclusions
(2) Statement of Instructions
(3) Facts
3.1 Documents
3.2 Chronology
3.3 Research
(4) My Opinion
(5) Statement of Compliance
(6) Statement of Truth
Appendix 1 - Curriculum Vitae
Appendix 2 - Reference

Annex 3: Statement of Compliance

a. I understand that my overriding duty is to the court, both in preparing
reports and in giving oral evidence. I have complied and will continue to
comply with that duty.



b I have set out in my report what 1 understand from those instructing me to
be the questions in respect of which my opinion as an expert is required.
c. I have done my best, in preparing this report to be accurate and complete.
1 have mentioned all matters which I regard as relevant to the opinions I have
expressed. All of the matters on which I have expressed an opinion lie within my
field of expertise.
d. 1 have drawn to the attention of the Court all matters, of which 1 am
aware, which might adversely affect my opinion.
e. Wherever I have no personal knowledge, I have indicated the source of
factual information.
f. I have not included anything in this report which has been suggested to
me by anyone, including the lawyers instructing me, without forming my own
independent view of the matter.
g. Where, in my view, there is a range of reasonable opinion, 1 have
indicated the extent of that range in the report.
h. At the time of signing the report I consider it to be complete and accurate.
I will notify those instructing me if, for any reason, I subsequently consider that
the report requires any correction or qualification.
I understand that this report will be the evidence that 1 will give under oath,
subject to any correction or qualification I may make before swearing to its
veracity.
I have attached to this report a statement setting out the substance of all
facts and instructions given to me vvhcih are material to the opinions
expressed in this report or upon which those opinions are based

Annex 4: Statement of Truth

I confirm that insofar as the facts stated in my report are within my own
knowledge I have made clear which they are and I believe them to be true,
and the opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete

professional opinion.

Signature:

Date:..

Annex 5: Criminal Reports

(a) give details of the expert's qualifications, relevant experience and
accreditation;

(b) give details of any literature or other information which the expert has
relied on in making the report;
(c) contain a statement setting out the substance of all facts given to the expert
which are material to the opinions expressed in the report or upon which those
opinions are based;

(d) make clear which of the facts stated in the report are within the expert's
own knowledge;

(e) say who carried out any examination, measurement, test or experiment
which the expert has used for the report and -

(i) give the qualifications, relevant experience and accreditation of
that person,

(ii) say whether or not the examination, measurement, test or
experiment was carried out under the expert's supervision, and
(iii) summarise the findings on which the expert relies;

(f) where there is a range of opinion on the matters dealt with in the report
(i) summarise the range of opinion, and
(ii) give reasons for his own opinion;

(g) if the expert is not able to give his opinion without qualification, state
the qualification;
(h) contain a summary of the conclusions reached;
(i) contain a statement that the expert understands his duty to the court, and
has complied and will continue to comply with that duty; and
(j) contain the same declaration of truth as a witness statement.

Annex 6: Format for a witness statement

• Witness Statement (Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.1 (1);
Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5B)

• Statement of: V.I.Expert Age: over 18

• Occupation of Witness: Forensic Scientist



Recent Changes at BAFO

Address of Witness: Forensic Science Service Ltd. 109 Lambclh
Road, London, SE1 7LP

Relating to: Reference:

I declare that:
• This statement (consisting of one pages each signed by me) is t u n

to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing th i i l ,
if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if 1 havr
wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false or do not
believe to be true;

also that:
I am an expert in a field of forensic science and I have been
requested to provide a statement.

• I confirm that I have read guidance in a booklet known as
Disclosure: Expert's Evidence and Unused Material which details
my role and documents my responsibilities, in relation to revelation
as an expert witness. I have followed the guidance and recognisi-
the continuing nature of my responsibilities of revelation. In
accordance with my duties of revelation, as documented in thr
guidance booklet:

• I confirm that I have complied with my duties to record, retain ami
reveal material in accordance with the Criminal Procedure ami
Investigations Act 1996, as amended;

• I have compiled an Index of all material. I will ensure that thr
Index is updated in the event I am provided with or general-
additional material;

• I understand that in the event my opinion changes on any mateijil
issue, I will inform the investigating officer, as soon as reasona
practicable and give reasons.

Signed :

Paul Phillips

Dated:

y

Following the demise of the CRFP in February and the transfer of the DVI
contract from CIFA to the Metropolitan Police's UK DVI team BAFO has
had to respond to new demands by the National Police Improvement
Agency (NPIA).
In future it is likely that BAFO will become the Agency that mentors.
supervises peer review and accredits Forensic Odontologists for work with
Police forces and UK. DVI. BAFO will have to make the change from an
association of professionals to a Professional Association.
The various sub committees described in the President's letter have been
working through the summer to devise strategies to move BAFO into this
new role.

Peer Review

Accreditation and peer review has become a common part of professional
life and is now the expected norm in many disciplines. The BAFO
committee has decided that all those members who wish to appear on the
"BAFO list" of accredited Odontologists and thus offering their
professional services as Forensic Odontologists should undergo peer review
in relation to Forensic Odontology.

A trial of peer review is currently taking place using the members of the
committee. The four reviewers are working in pairs. Each committee
member has been asked to send a list often cases from the past three years
to one member who will request full paperwork on two cases. The review is
not concerned with opinions but on conformity to published protocols and
methods. Only if the first reviewer has any concerns will the case be
submitted to a second reviewer. It is not expected that this will happen very
often.

At the time of writing, peer review of the whole committee is almost
completed. Further information will be available at the November
conference and on the BAFO website (www.bafo.oriz.uk) when available.



DVI News

05.08.09

As you are probably aware, it appears that CIFA may not be so involved as
previously with UK DVI. We feel disappointed at this news as CIFA has
an excellent and proven track record going back many years and I'm sure
that those of us deployed in the tsunami operations are particularly grateful
to Tom Black for all his hard work.

It seems now that NPIA (national police improvement agency) and UK
DVI have decided to deal directly with the various professional
organisations of the 'ologists.

Therefore at the committee meeting on 19.06.09 it was decided that a
BAFO group for DVI should be set up to facilitate this.

The group has already had 2 meetings and we have been very busy
discussing such matters as call out procedures, SOPs (standard operating
procedures), the code of conduct, organisation of management, training,
personnel and recruitment to the DVI pool. To this end we have worked
very hard to produce a BAFO DVI handbook where all these matters are
set down and can be referred to by BAFO members, police officers, NPIA,
the UK DVI group, coroners, commercial companies and any other
interested parties.

Cath Adams has a meeting with UK DVI in mid August and we hope to
have our handbook more or less completed by that date.
Further details will be available soon and at the next conference in
November we hope to be able to present the current position, and have the
handbook available, so that members can be fully briefed.
As they say "Watch this space!"

John Robson Chairman: BAFO DVI Group.

CBRN
"

In addition to all the work that has been going on for non-contaminated
DVI situations some of our members are actively involved in training for
CBRN (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear) DVI scenarios. This is
being headed by Professor Guy Rutty in Leicester and Cath Adams has
been appointed HMG lead odontologist on this. The PM specialist training
has strict age limitations, which apply to all members of the team (ologists
and police alike) and as such is unfortunately not available to some of our
membership. We will be doubling the number of us trained this year and
there are opportunities for members to participate in the AM and
reconciliation process at a remote distance. There are some exciting on-
going CT imaging research studies being undertaken as a result between
Leicester, Cardiff and Dundee.

Cath Adams

FLIGHT AF 447

On June 1st a scheduled Air France Airbus 330 crashed into the Atlantic
Ocean 600 miles off the coast of Brazil en route from Rio de Janeiro to
Paris. All 228 occupants were killed and only 51 bodies were recovered.

Cath Adams and I were deployed by UKDVI to collate and assess the AM
dental data for the 5 British, 2 French and 1 Spanish citizen who had dental
records in the UK. Of these, 7 proved to be very informative and we felt
would be extremely useful in the ID process. Two current MSc Forensic
Odontology students, Max and Katalin were also given the opportunity to
contribute to and observe the process at first hand.

There were diplomatic problems in Recife, Brazil where any recovered
bodies were taken, in that access to the mortuary was denied to the 2 senior
British police officers who were sent. Therefore, it was not thought prudent
to send any British PM teams.



The whole UK DVI AM team received international praise for the quality
of the information sent over to Brazil. I understand that the 2 bodies,
which were returned to the UK were identified by fingerprints by the
Brazilian authorities. Their identities were later confirmed by dental
examination. Bill Shardlow undertook one in Glasgow, which was quite
difficult because of the trauma and the embalming process.

Rosemary West - A Defence Perspective

The conviction of Rosemary West on ten counts of murder is now a matter
of history - there has been no appeal. The sordid sexual details of the case
and the gradual discovery of numerous buried bodies of girls and young
women involving the demolition of the West's home in Cromwell Street,
Gloucester, will be too well remembered to need repeating. There was,
though, a vital piece of factual evidence presented at her trial that required

a dental interpretation and that is
not so widely known. It has left
me wondering whether j ustice
was really done.
I had the good fortune to be
briefed by the defence solicitors.
David Whittaker advised the
prosecution, had a greater input
than I did and appeared in Crown
Court, which 1 did not.
Rosemary and Fred West met
when she was fifteen years old
against his twenty-eight years.
They set up home together, first
in a caravan then in a modest
house in Midland Road,
Gloucester, and later moved to
Cromwell Street. It is only
necessary to mention one child.
Charmaine West, who was the
natural daughter of neither Fred
nor Rosemary but of Fred's first

wife, Rena, and an unknown Pakistani bus driver. From the outset,
Rosemary proved to be a good mother to all the children in the household
within the limits of their low income. Unlike Rosemary, Fred was illiterate
though a very hard worker. He was obsessed by sex and chronically
dishonest, serving several prison terms for relatively minor offences but he
had an undeniable, if crude, charm.

Their lifestyle was highly unusual with many young lodgers drifting in and
out but it proceeded without disaster, at least so far as the outside world
knew, until a body was found by police beneath a patio at Cromwell Street
on 26th February 1994. Fred was arrested, having directed the excavators to
the right spot, and was kept in custody thereafter. There followed the
discovery of the other bodies in two fields as well as Midland Road and
Cromwell Street, many from directions given by Fred. By Christmas 1994,
he had been charged with twelve counts of murder, Rosemary with nine.
She had been taken to a safe house for her own protection in view of the
public outrage at events.

On 1s1 January 1995, Frederick West hanged himself from the back of his
cell door in H.M.P. Winson Green, where he had been held on remand.

There followed a hiatus of some weeks, during which time opinion seemed
to be that the charges against Rosemary would be dropped because she was
assumed to have been no more than accessory at the worst.

In fact, matters then went in quite the opposite direction. To the nine
existing charges of murder against her, which the prosecution pressed, was
added a tenth, that of the murder of Charmaine which, it was alleged,
Rosemary had carried out on her own while Fred was in prison (serving a
short sentence for, presumably, theft).

This was based on the discovery (by reporters from The Sun newspaper) of
a portrait photograph which included Charmaine and which had been taken
on 29th April 1971. Amazingly, the photographer had kept a record and the
negatives for twenty-three years.



Fred was undoubtedly in prison on that date. According to a letter, he
expected his release on 24th June 1971 but he was sent on a pre-release
course at the beginning of the month so he could have been out before 24th

June. There is no record of the actual release date.

Charmaine was due to leave the school on 31st July 1971 but there is no
record of her last attendance. She is present in a school photograph taken
in early June and was apparently taken by Rosemary to see Fred in prison
on 15th June.

The question therefore arose "was it possible to judge the lapse of time that
must have occurred between the photography of 29th April and the state of
Charmaine's remains as disinterred twenty-three years later?

The photograph shows Charmaine smiling broadly and, unusually, details
of her teeth could be seen quite well.

Most teeth in her remains were firmly fixed in their sockets with no

evidence of any real movement from their life-time positions.

The lack of any soft tissues made any comparison a difficult and wholly
subjective exercise of course. By so angling skull and jaw photographs to
closely copy the portrait however, some information could be gleaned.

#62 and 63 had been last post-mortem, #31 and 41 tips were a little higher
in the remains than in life, but the major difference, to my mind, was at #21
and, to a lesser extent, #11. The portrait clearly shows earlier loss of #51
and 61 with the gum markedly scalloped upwards whereas the remains
indicate at least partial emergence of #11 and 21. In my opinion, this
indicated a significant (in the circumstances) time lapse, probably of four to
six months. David Whittaker apparently felt that the lapse could have been
very small or up to two/three months.

I was not called to give evidence as the defence team apparently thought
that there was quite enough leeway in David's evidence for their purposes.



Aside from the obvious implications that Rosemary West could hardly
have been unaware of what had undoubtedly taken place in the cellar of a
house of only modest size, there were a number of important points in her
favour:

• Fred fully admitted responsibility for Charmaine's death (though
only at times; his habit of full confession one day followed by total
denial on another must have driven his interviewers to the point of
distraction).

• Fred indicated the site of her re-internment at Midland Road to the
police.

• Fred and Rosemary were both subject to 24/7 oversight and tape-
recording during custody. Never once was there a hint from either that
Rosemary had been involved in any murder at all.

• The dismemberment of Charmaine's remains was identical to that
found in the others.

As with other bodies, both kneecaps and dozens of the small
finger and toe bones were missing. It seems that Fred must have
retained them as trophies since decomposition had not destroyed
these parts in a foetus found with one of the other bodies.

So there it is.

Guilty beyond reasonable doubt?

What do you think?

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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West. The photographs of the remains of Charmaine are my own.

Graham Ritchie



The Society of Apothecaries Diploma Awards

John Robson. Brian Chittick Nicholas Wood
Ron Foden

Bernard Crocker

BAFO members John Robson (Past President), Brian Chittick
(Membership Sec.), Bernard Crocker & Ron Foden (Treasurer) were
all successful in obtaining further qualifications after sitting the recent
examinations of The Society of Apothecaries. They are pictured with the
Master of the Society, Mr Nicholas Wood, after being presented with their
diplomas at a ceremony at Apothecaries Hall Blackfriars on llth May.
John, Brian and Brendan each received the Diploma in Forensic Human
Identification (Dip.FHID) and Ron was presented with the Diploma in
Medical Jurisprudence. (DMJ.Odont.) having successfully completed
part II of the DMJ. Examination in January.

Details and regulations etc. for these qualifications are available on the
Society's website: www.apothecaries.org

Members' Area

We welcome the following new members to BAFO:

Full Members:
Dr Victoria Lucas (Kent)
Professor Graham Roberts (Kent)
Dr Richard Lindsay (Germany)
Mr Michael Murphy (Cardiff)
Dr Sakher Alqahtani (London)
Mr Ramin Rokni( Altrincham)
Dr Mahtab Malekniazi (Birmingham)

Associate Members:
Mr Samuel Evans (Cardiff)
Miss Ruth Baidoo (Kent)

Student Members
Mr Mandhir Dhillon (Birmingham)

Conference Notice

Friday evening entertainment
A Ghost Tour around Edinburgh Old Town has been organised for the
Friday Evening before the Conference. It will commence at 8pm and last
around an hour and a half. The tour involves a guide taking us for a walk
around the "Old Haunts of Auld Reekie"! The cost will be £10 per person
and will be payable in advance. There are only 40 places available which
will be allocated on a first come-first served basis.

If you are interested please email Brian Chittick
(brian.chittick697@mod.uk ).



Notices

Annual General Meeting

The Annual General Meeting of the British Association for Forensic
Odontology will be held at the Apex International Hotel, Edinburgh at 4.30
on Friday 13th November 2009.

Items for any other business should be in the hands of the Secretary, Simon
Sampson, before 31st October 2009.

AGENDA

1. Opening by President: Dr Bill Shardlow

2. Apologies for absence

3. Minutes of the last AGM

4. Matters arising

5. President's Report

6. Treasurer's Report and adoption of accounts

7. Election of Officers - President Elect and Honorary Secretary

8. Election of two ordinary members of the Committee

9. Any other business

Committee

The constitution requires the following officer to retire or seek re-election
at the AGM in November 2009:

Honorary Secretary: Simon Sampson

Nominations, endorsed by a Proposer and a Seconder, who must be a
member of BAFO, should be in the hand of the secretary, Simon Sampson,
before the 31st October 2009.

The following positions are up for election at the next AGM:

President Elect - to serve for one year on the committee before taking up
the position of President of BAFO at the 2010 AGM

Ordinary members of the committee: There a two positions for ordinary
members of the committee up for election The ordinary member serves for
two years on the committee.

Should any full members of BAFO wish to be put forward for election as
President Elect or as an ordinary member of the committee, then
nominations, accompanied by the names of a Proposer and Seconder, all
who should be members of BAFO, must be received by the secretary by
31st October 2009.



President

Secretary

Treasurer

Current Committee Members

Dr Bill Shardlow

Greystonelees Farmhouse
Eyemouth

Berwickshire
TD14 5SZ

wshard@aol.com

Dr Simon Sampson

Morialta
Palmerston Road

Newhaven
E. Sussex
BN9 ONS

Mob. 07971898065

Dr Ron Foden

26B The Hornet
Chichester

West Sussex
PO194JG

Membership Secretary Dr Brian Chittick
Dental Centre

JSU Northwood
Sandy Lane

NORTHWOOD
HA63HP

PJHO-JSU-Dental-SDS@mod.uk

For all changes of address, Please e-mail to the above.

Ordinary members and their specific responsibilities are as follows:

Dr Numa Kapur

Dr Cath Adams

Conference co-ordinator

Peer review, Education, DVI

Dr Phil Marsden Peer review and webmaster
phmarsden@hotmail. com

Dr Roland Kouble Mentoring
rolandkouble@hotmail. co. uk

Co-opted members

Dr. Roger Summers Police liaison

Dr Paul Phillips Editor of the Newsletter
6, The Crescent,

Farnborough, Hants, GUI4 7AH
Tel 01252 548240. Mob. 07974 736199

1 pauljudyphillipsfateooglemail. com

Past presidents attending meetings currently

Dr John Robson DVI

Dr Graham Ritchie Peer Review and Audit


